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Preface

The model investigation reported herein was authorized in an endorsement
dated 30 December 1996 from the U.S. Army Engineer Division, Ohio River
(reorganized to become the Great Lakes and Ohio River Division), to the
U.S. Army Engineer District, Huntington. The study was conducted for the
Huntington District in the Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory (CHL) of the
U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center�s (ERDC) Waterways
Experiment Station (WES) during the period January 1997 to October 1997.

During the course of the model study, representatives of the Great Lakes and
Ohio River Division, Huntington District, and other navigation interests visited
ERDC at different times to observe demonstrations of the model and discuss the
model results. The Huntington District was kept informed of the progress of the
study through monthly progress reports.

The investigation was conducted under the general supervision of
Dr. James R. Houston, former Director, CHL, and Mr. Charles C. Calhoun,
former Assistant Director, CHL; and under the direct supervision of Mr. C. E.
Chatham, Jr., former Chief of the Navigation and Harbors Division. The principal
investigator in immediate charge of the model study was Mr. Randy A.
McCollum, assisted by Messrs. B. T. Crawford, D. C. Wilson, H. E. Park, R. T.
Wooley, and Danny Marshall, and Ms. Karen Anderson-Smith, all of the
Navigation Branch, Navigation and Harbors Division, CHL. This report was
prepared by Messrs. McCollum and Crawford, assisted by Ms. Anderson-Smith.

During preparation and publication of this report, Dr. James R. Houston was
Director of ERDC and COL John W. Morris III, EN, was Commander and
Executive Director.

The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising, publication, or
promotional purposes. Citation of trade names does not constitute an official
endorsement or approval of the use of such commercial products.
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1 Introduction

Location and Description of Prototype
London Locks and Dam is located on the Kanawha River 133 km (82.8 miles)

upstream of the confluence of the Kanawha and Ohio Rivers, which is approxi-
mately 3.2 km (2 miles) downstream of Montgomery, WV (Figure 1). The prin-
cipal existing structures are the two 17.1- by 109.7-m (56- by 360-ft) locks,
adjacent to each other, located along the right descending bank line, a dam with
five 30.5-m- (100-ft-) width roller gates, and a three-turbine hydroelectric plant.
The dam provides a navigation pool that extends upstream to the head of
navigation at mile 90.57. The dam is operated to maintain a navigation pool of
el 614.01 at the dam. This pool is maintained until flow exceeds 3,426 cu m/sec
(121,000 cfs), at which time the gates are pulled to allow an open river condition.

History of Project and Description of Navigation
Problems

The London Locks and Dam was authorized by the River and Harbor Act of
3 July 1930. The structures were placed in operation during September 1933 and
completed in May 1934. The upstream guard wall is a nonported design allowing
no flow through the wall. Flow coming downstream into the lock approaches is
diverted around the upstream end of the guard wall, creating an outdraft condi-
tion. This condition worsens with increase of river discharge. This makes
approaches into the landward side lock difficult.

The original design of the upstream guard wall was modified in the mid 1960s
by adding two 10.7-m (35-ft) diameter-mooring cells immediately upstream of the
guard wall, spaced 15.3 m (50 ft) upstream of the guard wall and 15.3 m (50 ft)
between the cells. The cells made the guard wall effectively longer, but did not
reduce the outdraft tendencies.

The upstream guard wall is presently in a deteriorated condition that requires
extensive repair or total replacement. The U.S. Army Engineer District, Hunting-
ton, received authority to design a new guard wall to replace the existing wall.

                                                     
1 All elevations (el) cited herein are in feet referred to the Ohio River Datum (ORD), except where
noted (to convert feet to meters, multiply number of feet by 0.3048).
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Figure 1.  Vicinity map
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The wall was to incorporate a ported wall design to allow flow through the wall to
reduce the outdraft tendencies. The design also called for skirts to restrict flow so
that adequate navigation conditions could be achieved in the upstream approach.

The approach downstream of the dam to the locks is made difficult during low
discharge conditions by flow coming from the powerhouse tailrace directed
toward the lock approach. As flow is passed through the dam, this difficulty is
diminished.

Need for and Purpose of Model Study
Although the design of the proposed upstream guard wall is based on sound

engineering judgment, its effect on the navigation conditions in the upstream
approach could not be readily determined. It was considered necessary to deter-
mine the conditions that would develop with the installation of the proposed guard
wall and to optimize the design by determining the size of the port openings and
the elevation of the top of the ports that would provide the most benefits for
navigation in the upstream lock approaches. The purposes of the model study
were as follows:

a. Evaluate the proposed design of the upstream guard wall.

b. Determine the size and top elevation of the ports through the proposed
guard wall required to establish satisfactory navigation conditions.

c. Examine and evaluate the installation of dikes in the lower pool to reduce
crosscurrents in the lower lock approaches that occur due to discharge
from the powerhouse.

d. Perform operations of the downbound tow approaching the proposed
upstream guard wall in powered and unpowered conditions to provide
data to be used to determine impact loading on the proposed guard wall.

Following completion of these studies, ERDC was asked to evaluate naviga-
tion conditions during construction phases of the proposed upstream guard wall.
Appendix A contains testing and evaluations performed during the period
November-December 1999 concerning construction sequencing with either total
or partial removal of the existing guard wall. Appendix B contains testing and
evaluations performed during the period July-September 2000 concerning
possible use of a barge as a temporary floating guard wall, use of a helper boat
during construction of the proposed guard wall, and measurement of velocities
through the ports of the proposed upstream guard wall. These appendices were
originally provided as letter reports under separate cover to the Huntington
District. For completeness, the Huntington District requested that these reports be
attached as appendices to the main report. The appendices are not described
within the main text.
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2 The Model

Description
The model reproduces about 4.2 km (2.6 miles) of the Kanawha River and the

adjacent overbank areas from about river miles 84.4 to 81.8 (Figure 2). The model
is a fixed-bed type with overbank areas and channels molded of sand cement
mortar to sheet metal templates set to the proper grade. The lock, guide walls,
guard walls, gated dam, and powerhouse are constructed of sheet metal and
Plexiglas and set at the proper grade. The channel and overbank portions of the
model were molded to conform to a digital survey dated February 1993 that was
provided by the Huntington District.

Scale Relations
The model is built to an undistorted scale of 1:100, model to prototype. This

scale allows accurate reproduction of velocities, eddies, and crosscurrents that
would affect navigation. Other scale ratios resulting from the linear scale ratio are
as follows:

Measurements of discharge,
current velocities, and water-
surface elevations can be
quantitatively transferred from
model to prototype by means
of these scale relations.

A

in
ve
lo
ga
w

haracteristic Model:Prototype
rea 1:10,000

elocity 1:10

ime 1:10

ischarge 1:100,000
Chapter 2   The Model

oughness (Manning�s n) 1:2.15

ppurtenances
Water is supplied to the model by a 0.283-cu m/sec (10-cfs) pump operating

 a circulating system. The discharge is controlled and measured by a valve and a
nturi meter. Water-surface elevations were measured by piezometer gages
cated in the model channel and connected to a centrally located gage pit. A tail-
te was provided at the lower end of the model to control the established tail-
ater elevations for the discharge tested.
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Model Verification
The surface of the model was constructed of brushed cement mortar to

provide a roughness (Manning�s n) of about 0.0135, which corresponds to a
roughness in the prototype of about 0.029. With the existing locks, gated dam,
and powerhouse in place, the model water-surface profiles and velocities for the
range of flow conditions to be examined were compared against available proto-
type data and the constant discharge design tailwater and headwater rating curves.
These comparison results indicated that the model reproduced water-surface pro-
files to within ±0.003 m (0.1 ft) prototype. Tow pilots who routinely navigate this
reach observed operation of the model towboat and plots of current directions and
velocities obtained from the model for the range of flow conditions to be evalu-
ated and agreed, based on their experience, that the model replicated the prototype
navigation conditions for the specified flow conditions.
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3 Experiments and Results

Examination Procedures
The primary concerns of the examinations were the study of flow patterns,

velocities, and water-surface elevations; effects of currents on the model tow
approaching and leaving the locks with the existing upstream guard wall (base
conditions); and the proposed upstream replacement guard wall and the
downstream training dike (Plan A conditions).

Examinations were conducted by introducing the proper discharges and
maintaining the upper pool elevation for the controlled river flows by manipu-
lating the gates in the dam with normal powerhouse releases until the proper pool
elevation was obtained. Elevation in the lower pool was maintained by controlling
the tailgate at the lower end of the model. Representative river flows were
determined to be the maximum discharge, based on flow through the powerhouse
and total openings of the dam gates (in feet), that a particular barge configuration
could navigate in the upper pool at London Locks and Dam. The representative
river flows reproduced during the examinations and the corresponding number of
barges was as follows:

Discharge, (cfs) Headwater el Tailwater el
Dam Gate
Opening, m (ft)

Number of
Barges

10,000
(Max. powerhouse Q) 614.0 590.8     0.0 (0.0) 5

29,000 614.0 594.2     1.8 (6.0) 4

50,000 614.0 598.1     4.3 (14.0) 3

75,000 614.0 602.0     8.5 (28.0) 2
92,000
(Max. navigable) 614.0 604.7 12.2 (40.0) 1

The upper pool elevation was controlled at Gage 4, which was located approxi-
mately 219.5 m (720 ft) upstream of the axis of the dam. Gage locations are
shown in Figure 2. During the base examinations, the tailwater elevation was
controlled at Gage 8 which was located in the lower lock approach of the locks
near the location of the prototype gage. For subsequent examinations the tailwater
was controlled at Gage 11, near the downstream end of the model, to elevations
obtained during base examinations. This is done to allow the model to reflect
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changes in the water surface near the locks and dam that are induced by the plans
being evaluated.

Current directions were determined by tracking the path of LED-lighted
floats, weighted to draft 2.7 m (9 ft), with respect to ranges established for that
purpose with the video camera tracking system mounted over the model. The
image that each tracking camera �sees� is calibrated to provide the state plane
coordinate and a time stamp for each lighted float that passes underneath the
cameras for each recording cycle. The state plane positions and time stamp for
each light can then be postprocessed on a desktop computer to calculate the speed
at which the lighted floats moved and the direction they traveled to pass over a
measured distance. This method provided detailed information on the currents that
would affect tows moving through the reach. In the interest of clarity, in the case
of plots of currents in turbulent areas or where eddies or crosscurrents existed,
only the main trends are shown.

When needed, point velocities were taken with an acoustic doppler veloci-
meter (ADV). The meter sends out an acoustic signal obliquely to the probe which
is reflected by minute dirt particles or a �seeding� material in the water back to the
probe sensors. The shift in the reflected acoustic signal can than be used to deter-
mine two-dimensional (2-D) velocities. The resultants of the 2-D (X and Y)
velocities yields the magnitude and direction of the velocities. The probe can be
used to record velocities to within 3mm of the model bed and within 5 mm of the
water surface.

A radio-controlled towboat and barges were used to evaluate and demonstrate
the effects of currents on navigation. The towboat was equipped with twin screws,
Kort nozzles, forward and reverse rudders, and powered by two small electric
motors operating from batteries in the tow. The speed of each engine and direction
of the rudders were remotely controlled and the towboat could be operated in
forward and reverse at speeds comparable to those that could be expected to be
used by typical tows in the study reach. The overhead tracking system was used to
track the position of the tow moving through the reach. To record this position,
LED-lighted canisters are mounted at fixed positions near the bow and stern of
tow and the tow is operated through the model and tracked in a manner similar to
that described for current directions and velocities. Post-processing of the tracks
of the two lights mounted on the tow on a desktop computer allows an image
representing the tow to be plotted on a drawing of the reach. These plots show the
path of the tow within the channel as it moved through the study reach and
indicates the speed the tow was moving and the angle of the tow relative to the
center line of the lock.

Model tows representing the five config-
urations of the prototype tows, one for each
of the five river flows examined, were used
to evaluate navigation conditions for tows
entering and leaving the locks for existing
and proposed conditions. The prototype
length of barges for each configuration is
given in the following tabulation:
Number
of Barges Tow Size

5 297.2-m by 10.7-m by 2.7-m draft (975-ft
by 35-ft by 9-ft draft)

4 237.7-m by 10.7-m by 2.7-m draft (780-ft
by 35-ft by 9-ft draft)

3 178.3-m by 10.7-m by 2.7-m draft (585-ft
by 35-ft by 9-ft draft)

2 118.9-m by 10.7-m by 2.7-m draft (390-ft
by 35-ft by 9-ft draft)
59.4-m by 10.7-m by 2.7-m draft (195-ft
Chapter 3   Experiments and Results

1 by 35-ft by 9-ft draft)
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Base Examinations (Existing Conditions)
Description

Base examinations were conducted with the model reproducing existing con-
ditions as shown in Figure 2. The purposes of the examinations were to verify that
the model was reproducing known prototype conditions and to provide informa-
tion and data that could be used to evaluate the effects of the proposed modifica-
tions on water-surface elevations, current direction and velocities, and navigation
conditions. The principal features reproduced or simulated in the model, shown in
Figures 2 and 3 included:

a. Two locks with clear chamber dimensions of 17.1-m wide by 109.7-m
long (56 ft wide by 360 ft long) located along the right descending bank
at about river mile 82.8. The riverward lock had a 108.2-m- (355.0-ft-)
long riverside upstream guard wall and a 109.7-m- (360-ft-) long down-
stream guard wall. Upstream of the upper riverward guard wall were two
10.7-m (35-ft) cells, spaced 15.2 m (50 ft) apart and 15.2 m (50 ft) from
the upstream end of the guard wall. The landward lock had a 154.5-m-
(507.0-ft-) long landside upstream guide wall and a 155.4-m- (510-ft-)
long landside downstream guide wall. The top of the lock walls was
el 619.0.

b. A 169.8-m- (557.5-ft-) long gated spillway with five 30.5-m- (100-ft-)
wide roller gates with crest el 588.0.

c. A three-unit hydroelectric power plant located at the abutment end of the
dam along the left descending bank.

Results

Water-surface elevations. Water-surface elevations obtained with existing
conditions (Table 1) indicate the average slope in the model upstream of the dam
(Gages 1-6) ranged from less than 0.02 to 0.04 m per kilometer (0.1 to 0.2 ft per
mile) and downstream of the dam (Gages 7-11), from about 0.05 to 0.24 m per
kilometer (0.25 to 1.25 ft per mile) with riverflows ranging from 283 to
2,603 cu m/sec (10,000 to 92,000 cfs). Since navigation ceases with river flows
higher than 2,605 cu m/sec (92,000 cfs), there were no open river flow conditions
examined.

Current directions and velocities. Current direction and velocity data
recorded with existing conditions are shown in Plates 1-5. The data indicate the
currents are generally parallel with the right descending bank from the upstream
end of the model to a point immediately upstream of the riverward guide wall. At
that point, the currents tend to move riverward around the upstream end of the
guard wall cells. With the 283-cu m/sec (10,000-cfs) riverflow (all flow through
the powerhouse) (Plate 1) the currents tend to start moving away from the right
bank about 549 m (1,800 ft) upstream of the guard wall end cells. A low velocity
clockwise eddy tends to form in the forebay of the locks. The size and intensity of
this eddy tends to fluctuate as the riverflow changes. The velocity of the currents
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Table 1
Existing Conditions (Water-Surface Elevations in ft. NGVD,
Discharge in cu m/sec (1,000 cfs))
Gage No. 283 (10) 821 (29) 1,416 (50) 2,214 (75) 2,605 (92)

   1 614.0 614.0 614.0 614.1 614.1

   2 614.0 614.0 614.0 614.3 614.3

   3 614.0 614.0 614.0 614.2 614.3

   41 614.0 614.0 614.0 614.0 614.1

   5 614.0 614.0 614.0 614.1 614.3

   6 614.0 614.0 614.0 614.0 614.1

   7 590.8 594.8 598.9 602.9 605.6

   81 590.8 594.4 598.3 602.0 604.7

   9 590.7 594.4 598.5 602.3 605.0

 10 590.6 593.9 597.7 601.4 604.1

 11 590.4 593.6 597.3 600.9 603.6
1   Controlled elevation.

in the upper pool ranged from a low value of less than 0.31 m/sec (1.0 fps) with
the 283-cu m/sec (10,000-cfs) riverflow to a maximum in the lower pool of about
3.35 m/sec (11.0 fps) with the 2,605 cu m/sec (92,000-cfs) riverflow. The maxi-
mum velocity of the currents in the navigation channel approximately 610 m
(2,000 ft) upstream of the locks varied from less than 0.31 m/sec (1.0 fps) to about
2.1 m/sec (7.0 fps) with the 283-m/sec (10,000-cfs) (Plate 1) and 2,605-cu m/sec
(92,000-cfs) (Plate 5) riverflows, respectively. The maximum velocity of the
currents near the upstream end of the guard wall cells varied from less that 1.0 fps
to 5.1 fps with the 283-cu m/sec (10,000-cfs) and 2,605-cu m/sec) (92,000-cfs)
riverflows, respectively. Downstream of the dam with the 283-cu m/sec
(10,000-cfs) riverflow (Plate 1), currents move across the channel from the power-
house along the left descending bank toward the lock approaches along the right
descending bank. The velocity of currents moving across the downstream lock
approaches is about 1.2 m/sec (4.0 fps). A clockwise eddy forms in the down-
stream lock approaches along the landside downstream guide wall with a velocity
of about 0.4 m/sec (1.3 fps). Approximately 610 m (2,000 ft) downstream of the
landside guide wall the currents begin to run generally parallel with the right
descending bank. The higher velocity current crosses from the right descending
bank to the left approximately 762 m (2,500 ft) downstream of the lower end of
the guide wall. As the riverflows increase, the eddy current in the lower lock
approaches increases slightly as flow increases through the dam gates. The maxi-
mum velocity in the navigation channel approximately 305 m (1,000 ft) down-
stream of the lock varied from about 1.3 m/sec (4.3 fps) with the 283-cu m/sec
(10,000-cfs) flow (Plate 1) to about 2.9 m/sec (9.6 fps) with the 2,605-cu m/sec
(92,000-cfs) riverflow (Plate 5).

Navigation Conditions, Upper Pool. 283-cu m/sec (10,000 cfs), down-
bound � The downbound tows (Plate 6 ) were able to drive ahead slowly until the
tow was aligned with the lock approach, approximately 457 m (1,500 ft) upstream
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from the upper end of the guide wall, then reverse the engines to slow the speed
and flank into either lock chamber.

283-cu m/sec (10,000-cfs), upbound � Tows moving upbound from either
lock chamber (Plate 7) can move upstream with little difficulty.

821-cu m/sec (29,000-cfs), downbound � The downbound tows (Plate 8) are
able to drive ahead slowly until the tow is aligned with the lock approach,
approximately 457 m (1,500 ft) upstream from the upper end of the guide wall,
then reverse the engines to slow the speed and flank into either lock chamber with
both flow conditions. There is a slight outdraft immediately upstream of the
riverward guard wall that tends to pull the stern of the upbound tow slightly
riverward as it comes out of the riverward lock.

821-cu m/sec (29,000-cfs), upbound � Upbound tows (Plate 9) are able to
drive from either lock chamber with little difficulty.

1,416-cu m/sec (50,000-cfs), downbound � Downbound conditions (Plate 10)
required the tow to start flanking at approximately 549 m (1,800 ft) upstream of
the upper end of the guide wall, just as the tow was approximately aligned with
the locks, then continued flanking until the head of the tow got inside between the
guide and guard walls. The outdraft immediately upstream of the guard wall
pulled the tow riverward, making landside lock approaches somewhat more diffi-
cult than riverward lock approaches.

1,416-cu m/sec (50,000-cfs), upbound � The upbound tows (Plate 11) experi-
enced a strong riverward set as they came from either of the locks. The outdraft
made it difficult to get the head of the tow away from the guard wall or cells
coming out of the riverward lock and pushed the tow well riverward of the guard
wall as the stern of the tow cleared the most upstream cell.

2,124-cu m/sec (75,000-cfs), downbound � The tow (Plate 12) was flanked
starting approximately 732 m (2,400 ft) upstream of the upper end of the guide
wall. The tow kept as near to the right bank as possible until the head of the tow
was approximately 91 m (300 ft) upstream of the guide wall, then the tow was
pulled riverward. The outdraft made the landside lock approach much more
difficult than riverside lock.

2,124-cu m/sec (75,000-cfs), upbound � The upbound tows (Plate 13) experi-
enced a strong riverward set as they came from either of the locks. The tow had
little problem getting off the guide wall and moving upstream from the landward
lock but couldn�t get off the guard wall coming out of the riverward lock.

2,605-cu m/sec (92,000-cfs), downbound � The tow (Plate 14) was flanked
starting approximately 732 m (2,400 ft) upstream of the guide wall and was kept
as near the right bank as possible. As the tow reached a point approximately
152 m (500 ft) upstream of the guide wall, the strong outdraft first pulled the head
of the tow riverward, then the stern as the head of the tow got alongside the cells
of the guard wall. The landward side lock could not be safely reached with this
flow condition.
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2,605-cu m/sec (92,000-cfs), upbound � The upbound tows (Plate 15)
experienced a strong riverward set as they came from either of the locks. The tow
could not get off the guard wall on the riverward lock. The tow moved quickly
away from the guide wall for the landward lock and continued upstream without
any extreme difficulty.

Navigation Conditions, Lower Pool. 283-cu m/sec (10,000-cfs), down-
bound � When exiting the landside lock downbound (Plate 6), the head of the tow
tends to be pushed toward the right descending bank. As the stern of the tow
passes the downstream end of the lower guard wall, it also is pushed toward the
right bank by the strong crosscurrents from the powerhouse discharge. This forces
the tow onto the shallow sandbar along the right bank, causing the tow to strike
the bottom or completely ground. Navigating downbound from the riverward lock
is somewhat less difficult since the head of the tow is more riverward and has
more maneuvering room before the crosscurrents push the tow toward the right
bank, making it easier to stay off the right descending bank. It is still difficult in
that the head of the tow is pushed toward the right descending bank before the
stern of the tow clears the lock chamber and can be maneuvered to control the set.

283-cu m/sec (10,000-cfs), upbound � When navigating upstream into the
landside lock (Plate 7), the tow must be driven into the strong cross current to
keep the head of the tow from being pushed toward the descending right bank. As
the head of the tow comes abreast of the downstream end of the landward guide
wall, the head of the tow is allowed to be pushed toward the right bank until the
tow contacts the guide wall. Navigating upbound into the riverward lock is
extremely difficult. The tow is maneuvered the same as the approach to the
landside lock. As the head of the tow comes abreast of the downstream end of the
lower guide wall, the tow must be driven ahead so that the crosscurrent does not
push the head of the tow too far toward the right descending bank before the head
of the tow comes inside the guard wall. To perform this maneuver, the approach
speed of the tow is excessive; therefore, this maneuver would be very difficult and
likely dangerous.

821-cu m/sec (29,000-cfs), downbound � Tows going downbound (Plate 8)
from the landward lock have difficulty separating from the guide wall. The set
toward the right descending bank is not quite as strong as with the 283-cu m/sec
(10,000-cfs) riverflow, so it is somewhat less difficult to stay off the right bank
sandbar. With tows going downbound from the landward lock the head of the tow
is set toward the right descending bank before the stern of the tow clears the lock
chamber and becomes maneuverable. The towboat must quickly come right using
hard right rudder as it leaves the lock chamber to gain control over this set.

821-cu m/sec (29,000-cfs), upbound � While navigating upbound into the
landside lock (Plate 9), the tow makes a similar approach as with the 283-cu m/sec
(10,000-cfs) flow condition, but had less difficulty in driving the head of the barge
further upstream along the guide wall without being slammed against the land-
ward guide wall. The upbound approach to the riverside lock was performed the
same as with the 283-cu m/sec (10,000-cfs) condition, but was somewhat less
difficult. The approach speed required to get to the riverward guard wall is still
excessive to be considered safe for navigation.
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1,416-cu m/sec (50,000-cfs), downbound � During the 1,416-cu m/sec
(50,000-cfs) riverflow with downbound traffic from the landward lock (Plate 10),
the tow was able to separate from the guide wall and steer riverward. The strong
set toward the right descending bank started when the head of the tow was
approximately 152 m (500 ft) downstream from the lower end of the guide wall.
The tows still were forced to navigate near the right bank line. With downbound
traffic from the riverward lock, the tow could be driven slightly more riverward
than from the landward lock.

1,416-cu m/sec (50,000-cfs), upbound � Upbound tows going into the land-
ward and riverward locks for the 1,416-cu m/sec (50,000-cfs) flow condition
(Plate 11) navigated similarly to those of the 283- and 821-cu m/sec (10,000- and
29,000-cfs) flow conditions. The tow was driven into the currents, then as the
head of the tow comes abreast of the downstream end of the guide wall, the head
of the tow was allowed to set toward the right bank; drifting to the guide wall for
the landside lock and being driven to the guard wall for the riverward lock.

2,124-cu m/sec (75,000-cfs), downbound � As the tow moves downstream
(Plate 12) the distance from the downstream end of the guide wall to the head of
the tow where the current sets the tow toward the right descending bank is
lessened to approximately 122 m (400 ft). Transit coming out of the riverward
lock was less difficult than that from the landward lock.

2,124-cu m/sec (75,000-cfs), upbound � The tow was able to approach either
lock by staying near midchannel until the head of the tow reached a point approxi-
mately 305 m (1,000 ft) downstream from the lower end of the guide wall
(Plate 13). At that point, the tows could be turned toward the right descending
bank line without the strong set toward the right bank that was noted in the lower
discharge flows. This allowed a much straighter approach into either lock. The
strong eddies that formed in the lower lock approaches made entry into the land-
ward lock more difficult than the riverward lock.

2,605-cu m/sec (92,0000-cfs), downbound � As the tow moves downstream
(Plate 14) the distance from the downstream end of the guide wall to the head of
the tow where the current sets the tow toward the right descending bank is
lessened to approximately 107 m (350 ft), otherwise the conditions are similar to
those with the 2,124-cu m/sec (75,000-cfs) flow condition.

2,605-cu m/sec (92,000-cfs), upbound � The tow was able to approach either
lock by staying near midchannel until the head of the tow reached a point approxi-
mately 305 m (1,000 ft) downstream from the lower end of the guide wall
(Plate 15). At that point, the tows could be turned toward the right descending
bank line without the strong set toward the right bank that was noted in the lower
discharge flows. This allowed a much straighter approach into either lock. The
strong eddies that formed in the lower lock approaches made entry into the land-
ward lock much more difficult than the riverward lock.
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Plan A Examinations
Description

Plan A (Figures 4, 5, and 6) was the same as the existing conditions except for
the following:

a. The upstream riverward guard wall was replaced with a new guard wall,
165 m (541 ft) long, built on two rows of 2.1-m (7-ft) diameter concrete
caissons, spaced at 31.7 m (104 ft) on centers, with a 17.5-m (57.5-ft)
nose cell at the upstream end.

b. A training dike was installed in the lower pool, 61 m (200 ft) long,
parallel to the downstream guard wall, center line 56.4 m (185 ft) river-
ward of the face of the guard wall, with the downstream end of the dike
even with the downstream end of the guard wall, at a crest el of 592.

Preliminary evaluation of the proposed upstream guard wall initially left the
existing rock cribbing, that made up the existing guard wall, intact (Figure 6),
with a crest el of 595. A 2,124-cu m/sec (75,000-cfs), 602.0-ft tailwater, riverflow
was requested by the Huntington District to be used for all preliminary evalua-
tions. The bottom of the precast beam that will be used for the rubbing surface of
the guard wall is at el 609. This placed the top of the port openings between the
support caissons to be 1.2 m (4 ft) above the bottom of a loaded (2.7-m (9-ft)
draft) tow at el 605. This configuration, using the 2,124-cu m/sec (75,000-cfs)
riverflow, had excessive pull, as defined by operation with the model tow, to the
guard wall due to the flow through the ports. Skirts were installed on the river-
ward side of the proposed guard wall to reduce this flow reducing the height of
the port openings to 3.0 m (10 ft) (bottom of skirt at 605.0). The pull to the guard
wall slightly reduced, but the outdraft upstream of the guard wall significantly
increased. The rock cribbing underneath the guard wall was lowered to el 589 and
skirts were installed that would provide the 4.3-m (14-ft) port heights of the origi-
nal design and put the bottom of the skirts at 0.6 m (2 ft) below the bottom of the
loaded tow (bottom of skirt at 603.0). This configuration also had excessive pull
to the guard wall with a slight outdraft. Lengthening the skirts to their maximum
design length of 3.4 m (11 ft) below the bottom of the precast guard wall beam
reduced the pull to the guard wall to acceptable levels, but increased the outdraft
to unacceptable levels. The final design, accepted for full documentation, was to
lower the rock cribbing to el 584 and install 3.4-m (11-ft) skirts (bottom of skirt at
598.0). This provided 4.3-m (14-ft) port heights, as did the original design, and
placed the bottom of the skirts at 2.1 m (7 ft) below the bottom of the loaded tow
(Figure 6). The preliminary results indicated that this design yielded acceptable
levels of outdraft and pull to the guard wall.

The position of the lower pool training dike was based on the design tested in
the Marmet Locks and Dam navigation model studies performed during the period
1990-1996 at ERDC. A riverflow of 283-cu m/sec (10,000 cfs) was established to
be the design flow for preliminary evaluation. A temporary dike was installed
using the design guidance from the Marmet study and evaluated by operating the
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model tow upbound and downbound with both locks. The position, length, angle,
and elevation of the dike were modified and evaluated to determine an optimum
design. The design based on that used in the Marmet study was determined to
provide the most navigation condition improvements for the 283-cu m/sec
(10,000 cfs) riverflow condition and was documented for the full range of flow
conditions (Figure 5).

Current directions and velocities were obtained in the upper and lower pools
for all the design flows. Tow tracks were completed in the upper pool for the
2,214-cu m/sec (75,000-cfs) and 2,605-cu m/sec (92,000-cfs) riverflow conditions
and in the lower pool for the 283-cu m/sec (10,000-cfs) and 821-cu m/sec
(29,000-cfs) flow conditions. At this point, the Huntington District requested
changes be made in the upstream lock approach after completion of these flow
conditions and requested that no further documentation be made of the Plan A
condition.

Results

Water-surface elevations. Water-surface elevations obtained with Plan A
conditions (Table 2) indicate the average slope in the model upstream of the dam
(Gages 1-6) ranged from less than 0.02 to 0.04 m per kilometer (0.1 to 0.2 ft/mile)
and downstream of the dam (Gages 7-11), from about 0.05 to 0.24 m/km (0.25 to
1.25 ft/mile) with riverflows ranging from 283 to 2,605 cu m/sec (10,000 to
92,000 cfs). Water-surface elevations are very similar to those of the existing
conditions.

Table 2
Plan A Conditions (Water-Surface Elevations In ft. NGVD, Discharge
in cu m/sec (1,000 cfs))
Gage No. 283 (10) 821 (29) 1,416 (50) 2,214 (75) 2,605 (92)

   1 614.1 614.0 614.1 614.0 614.1

   2 614.0 614.0 614.1 614.1 614.2

   3 614.0 614.0 614.1 614.0 614.2

   41 614.0 614.0 614.0 614.0 614.0

   5 614.0 613.9 614.0 614.0 614.2

   6 614.0 613.9 614.0 614.0 614.1

   7 590.8 594.7 598.9 603.0 605.5

   8 590.9 594.4 598.3 602.1 604.5

   9 590.7 594.4 598.5 602.4 604.9

 10 590.6 593.9 597.8 601.4 603.8

 111 590.4 593.6 597.3 600.9 603.6

1   Controlled elevation.
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Current direction and velocities. Current direction and velocity data
recorded with Plan A conditions are shown in Plates 16-20. The data indicate the
currents in the upper pool are generally parallel with the right descending bank
from the upstream end of the model to a point immediately upstream of the
riverward guide wall. For the flows of 1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs) or less
(Plates 16-18), the currents tend to remain almost parallel with the bank line,
indicating little outdraft immediately upstream of the guard wall. For the 2,214-
cu m/sec (75,000-cfs) and 2,605-cu m/sec (92,000-cfs) flows (Plates 19 and 20),
the currents immediately upstream of the guide wall tend to turn slightly river-
ward, indicating some outdraft. There were no eddies in the lock approaches for
the 1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs) and underflows and a very slow-moving clock-
wise eddy formed between the guide and guard walls for the 2,214-cu m/sec
(75,000 cfs) and 2,605 cu m/sec (92,000-cfs) flows. The velocity of the currents
in the upper pool varied from a minimum of less than 0.31 m/sec (1.0 fps) with
the 283-cu m/sec (10,000-cfs) (Plate 16) riverflow to a maximum of about
2.5 m/sec (8.2 fps) with the 2,605-cu m/sec (92,000-cfs) (Plate 20) riverflow. The
maximum velocity of the currents in the navigation channel approximately 610 m
(2,000 ft) upstream of the locks varied from less than 0.31 m/sec (1.0 fps) to a
about 2.0 m/sec (6.5 fps) with the 283-cu m/sec (10,000-cfs) and 2,605-cu m/sec
(92,000 cfs) riverflows, respectively. The maximum velocity of the currents near
the upstream end of the guard wall cells varied from less that 0.31 m/sec (1.0 fps)
to 1.4 m/sec (4.7 fps) with the 283-cu m/sec (10,000-cfs) and 2,605-cu m/sec
(92,000-cfs) riverflows, respectively.

Downstream of the dam with the 283-cu m/sec (10,000-cfs) riverflow
(Plate 16), the proposed dike diverts the currents and turns them to approximately
parallel the right bank line. A large clockwise eddy works immediately down-
stream of the landward guide wall. Near the downstream end of the guide wall,
this eddy is moving away from the right bank; and approximately 152 m (500 ft)
downstream, the eddy moves toward the right bank. The largest magnitude of
current speed is at the most downstream end of the eddy at 0.8 m/sec (2.7 fps)
with most of the eddy being at 0.37 m/sec (1.2 fps) or less. Approximately 610 m
(2,000 ft) downstream of the landside guide wall the currents begin to run gen-
erally parallel with the right descending bank. As the riverflow increased to
821 cu m/sec (29,000 cfs) (Plate 17), the eddy current in the lower lock
approaches moved upstream to between the guide and guard wall and extended to
about 152 m (500 ft) downstream of the guide wall and decreased in strength. At
approximately 305 m (1,000 ft) downstream of the guide wall, the current tends to
cross toward the right bank, and then becomes more or less parallel to the bank
line. This also occurred for the 1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs) and greater flows, but
the magnitude of the current increased with the increased discharge. The eddy in
the lower lock approach diminished to almost nothing for the 1,416-cu m/sec
(50,000-cfs) and 2,124-cu m/sec (75,000-cfs) (Plates 18 and 19) flows, then
became a strong counter-clockwise eddy immediately riverward of the down-
stream end of the guide wall for the 2,605-cu m/sec (92,000-cfs) (Plate 20) flow.
The maximum velocity in the navigation channel 305 m (1,000 ft) downstream of
the lower end of the guide wall varied from about 0.8 m (2.6 fps) with the
283-cu m/sec (10,000-cfs) (Plate 16) flow to about 2.7 m/sec (8.8 fps) with the
2,605-cu m/sec (92,000-cfs) (Plate 20) riverflow.
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Navigation conditions, Upper pool. 2,124-cu m/sec (75,000-cfs), down-
bound - The downstream approaches (Plate 21) approaches into either lock were
good, with only a slight outdraft that tended to pull the tow riverward as the stern
of the tow reached a point approximately 91 m (300 ft) from the upstream end of
the landward guide wall. To reach the landward lock, the tow had to be driven
once the head of the tow came abreast of the upstream end of the landward guide
wall. The best approaches to the riverside lock were made by aiming the head of
the tow toward the wall separating the riverside and landside lock, then letting the
flow underneath the guard wall pull the tow toward the guard wall. The approach
to either lock was made by driving the tow near the right descending bank
upstream of the guide wall, then flanking starting approximately 366 to 427 m
(1,200 to 1,400 ft) upstream of the upper end of the guide wall until the head of
the tow got between the guide and guard walls.

2,124-cu m/sec (75,000-cfs), upbound � The upbound tows (Plate 22) were
able to pull off the guard wall. The tow was set slightly toward the left bank by the
outdraft immediately upstream of the guard wall. With the landward lock, the tow
was able to completely clear the end of the guide wall before experiencing a slight
set due to the outdraft at approximately 91 m (300 ft) upstream of the guide wall.

2,605-cu m/sec (92,000-cfs), downbound - The approach to either lock
(Plate 23) was performed similarly to that of the 2,124-cu m/sec (75,000 cfs) flow,
except that the tow started flanking approximately 427 to 428 m (1,400 to
1,600 ft) upstream of the end of the guide wall. The tows were set riverward with
the outdraft starting as the head of the tow reached a point approximately 122 m
(400 ft) upstream of the guide wall. The best approach for the landward lock was
to come down the right bank line as closely as possible to limit the effect of the
outdraft, then as the head of the tow comes to the upper end of the guide wall,
drive the tow to keep it from drifting away from the guide wall.

2,605-cu m/sec (92,000-cfs), upbound � The tows coming from the riverward
lock (Plate 24) were able to separate from the guard wall, but as the tow reached
the upstream end, the outdraft pushed the tow riverward. The tows coming from
the landside lock were also set riverward as the head of the tow passed the
upstream end of the guide wall.

Navigation conditions, Lower pool. Downbound - Navigation of tows in the
lower pool for the 283-cu m/sec (10,000 cfs) and 821-cu m/sec (29,000-cfs)
riverflow conditions (Plates 25-28) was significantly improved in comparison with
the existing conditions. The clockwise eddy that formed in the lower lock
approaches during the existing condition downstream approximately 91 m
(300 ft). For downbound tows from the landward lock (Plates 25 and 27), this
eddy pushed the head of the tow away from the right bank and out into the
channel. The tow was able to move downstream from the lock chamber and the
stern of the tow cleared the end of the downstream riverward guard wall before
the current set the head of the tow toward the right descending bank. This allowed
the stern of the tow to be pulled riverward once it cleared the end of the guard
wall, leaving the tow well off the sandbar along the right descending bank. Down-
bound transits from the riverward lock were also improved in that the head of the
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tow was not pushed toward the right bank until the stern of the tow cleared the
end of the riverward guard wall.

Upbound - Upbound transits into the locks (Plates 26 and 28) were able to get
nearer to the right descending bank without being set into the sandbar. This
allowed the tows to be better aligned for the lock approaches before the head of
the tow reached the end of the downstream guide wall than with the existing
conditions. Upbound transits into the riverward lock with the 283-cu m/sec
(10,000-cfs) (Plate 26) flow are somewhat easier than into the landward lock. The
eddy that helped push the head of the tow away from the guide wall for the down-
bound traffic from the landward wall tended to keep the tows pushed away from
the guide wall on upbound traffic. This tendency was also present with the
821-cu m/sec (29,000-cfs) (Plate 28) flow condition.

Plan A-1 Examinations
Description

During examination of the proposed upstream guard wall for Plan A, the
Huntington District noted that a recent survey taken in the upstream lock approach
along the upstream guide wall had found the bed elevations to be approximately
el 588.0. The bed elevations between the guide and guard walls in the model had
been molded to el 580.0, based on the original postproject design elevations. This
fill was determined to be shoaling that had occurred over the years. There was
concern that possible dredging of this material, in conjunction with removing
some of the rock cribbing underneath the proposed guard wall, might structurally
undermine the existing guide wall. The Huntington District requested that the bed
along the upstream guide wall be molded to el 588.0 for the width of the landside
lock, then slope down to the elevation established for the rock cribbing under-
neath the proposed guard wall, el 584.0 (Figure 7). The conditions in the lower
pool were unchanged from Plan A; therefore, current directions and velocities in
the lower pool for all flows were not repeated and the tow tracking for the
283-cu m/sec (10,000-cfs) and 821-cu m/sec (29,000-cfs) flow conditions was not
repeated in the lower pool for Plan A-1. Navigation conditions were evaluated for
all flow conditions in the upper pool due to the uncertainties in the effects due to
raising the elevation of the channel bed along the upstream guide wall. Navigation
conditions in the downstream approach were evaluated for the 1,416-cu m/sec
(50,000-cfs), 2,214-cu m/sec (75,000-cfs), and 2,605-cu m/sec (92,000-cfs) flows.

Results

Water-surface elevations. Water-surface elevations obtained with Plan A-1
conditions were unchanged from those of Plan A; therefore, no additional tabula-
tion of the water-surface elevations for Plan A-1 is provided.
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Current direction and velocities. Current direction and velocity data
recorded in the upper pool with Plan A-1 are shown in Plates 29-33. The data
indicate no discernable changes in the directions or velocities of currents imme-
diately upstream of the locks and between the upstream guide and guard walls due
to the channel bed elevation being higher along the upstream landward guide wall
for Plan A-1 as compared with Plan A.

Navigation conditions, Upper Pool. 283 cu m/sec (10,000 cfs), downbound �
The tow can approach and enter either lock with little difficulty (Plate 34).

283 cu m/sec (10,000 cfs), upbound � Upbound tows have little difficulty
leaving either lock (Plate 35).

821 cu m/sec (29,000 cfs), downbound � The tow can approach and enter
either lock with little difficulty (Plate 36). No outdraft around the guard wall was
observed.

821 cu m/sec (29,000 cfs), upbound � The tow can move upstream from
either lock with little difficulty (Plate 37).

1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs), downbound � Downbound using the
1,416-cu m/sec (50,000-cfs) flow (Plate 38), a slight outdraft is noted beginning
approximately 213 m (700 ft) upstream of the upper end of the guide wall. The
tows began flanking approximately 244 to 305 m (800-1,000 ft) upstream of the
upper end of the guide wall.

1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs), upbound � Upbound traffic from either lock with
the 1,416-cu m/sec (50,000-cfs) flow (Plate 39) presented no difficulties, with
only a slight outdraft immediately upstream of the guard wall.

2,124 cu m/sec (75,000 cfs), downbound � For downbound tows (Plate 40), it
was observed that a slight outdraft tended to pull the stern of the tow riverward as
the stern of the tow reached a point approximately 91 m (300 ft) from the
upstream end of the landward guide wall. There were no major difficulties
encountered while entering the upstream riverside lock during the 2,124-cu m/sec
(75,000-cfs) flow. The best approaches to the riverside lock were made by aiming
the head of the tow toward the wall separating the riverside and landside lock,
then letting the flow underneath the guard wall pull the tow toward the guard wall.
Entering the landward lock was more difficult. The tow needed to stay near the
right bank to reduce the outdraft tendencies that pulled the tow away from the
guide wall. The tows began flanking approximately 366 m (1,200 ft) upstream of
the upper end of the guide wall.

2,124 cu m/sec (75,000 cfs), upbound � When going upbound from either
lock (Plate 41), there was no significant problems encountered, except for a slight
outdraft that set the tow toward the left descending bank as the stern reached a
point approximately 91 m (300 ft) upstream of the upper end of the guard wall.

2,605 cu m/sec (92,000 cfs), downbound � On the downbound approaches
(Plate 42), the tow must stay near the right bank, especially to enter the landside
lock. The tows began flanking approximately 457 m (1,500 ft) upstream of the
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upper end of the guide wall. Approximately 183 m (600 ft) upstream of the upper
end of the guide wall, the tows experienced a significant outdraft. Entry into the
riverside lock was not very difficult, but it was more difficult to get to the guide
wall to approach the landside lock.

2,605 cu m/sec (92,000 cfs), upbound � While exiting the riverside lock
upbound (Plate 43), the stern pulled riverward by the outdraft as soon as the stern
cleared the end of the guard wall; however, the head of the tow can be pulled
away from the guard wall without being pinned to it. Exiting the landside lock
does not appear to provide any significant difficulty.

Navigation conditions, Lower Pool. 1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs), down-
bound � Tows downbound from either lock for the 1,416-cu m/sec (50,000-cfs)
flow condition (Plate 38) were able to drive more riverward with the Plan A-1
condition than with the existing conditions. This gave the tows greater clearance
from the right bank line as they made the bend downstream of the locks. They
encountered similar difficulties with the existing conditions.

1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs), upbound � Upbound tows coming into either
lock with the 1,416-cu m/sec (50,000-cfs) flow condition (Plate 39) were able to
approach the locks somewhat closer to the right bank and somewhat more parallel
to the locks with the Plan A-1 condition as with the existing conditions. As the
head of the tow reached a point approximately 122 m (400 ft) downstream of the
guide wall, the tow was maneuvered to allow the head of the tow to move toward
the right descending bank. It was somewhat less difficult to approach the landside
lock than the riverside lock. When approaching the riverside lock, the stern of the
tow tended to be pushed toward the right bank, making it difficult to keep the
head of the tow on or near the guard wall.

2,124 cu m/sec (75,000 cfs), downbound � Downbound tows transits
(Plate 40) were very similar to those of the existing conditions. The tows were
forced to stay near the right bank line by the strong currents that crossed the lower
approach approximately 91 m (300 ft) downstream of the lower end of the guide
wall.

2,124 cu m/sec (75,000 cfs), upbound � Upbound tows transits (Plate 41)
were made in similar fashion as the existing conditions (Plates 13). The tows
tended to stay toward the inside of the bend, outside of the stronger currents, and
drove into either lock. Once the head of the tow got to a point approximately
152 m (500 ft) downstream of the end of the lower guide wall, the tow came into
a large slow-moving eddy and had little difficulty maneuvering to get into either
lock. This was also true for the existing conditions and did not appear to have
been either enhanced or diminished by the addition of the dike in the lower pool.

2,605 cu m/sec (92,000 cfs), downbound � Downbound tows transits
(Plate 42) were very similar to those of the existing conditions. The tows again
were forced to stay near the right bank line by the strong currents that crossed the
lower approach approximately 91 m (300 ft) downstream of the lower end of the
guide wall.
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2,605 cu m/sec (92,000 cfs), upbound - Upbound tows transits (Plate 43) were
very similar to those with the existing conditions (Plates 15). The tows tended to
stay toward the inside of the bend, outside of the stronger currents, and drove into
either lock. Once the head of the tow got to a point approximately 152 m (500 ft)
downstream of the end of the lower guide wall, the tow came into a large slow-
moving eddy and had little difficulty maneuvering to get into either lock.

Drift Impact Examinations
Description

A series of examinations were performed to provide information on impact
loading of the proposed upstream guard wall. These examinations were performed
using the 821-, 1,416-, and 2,605-cu m/sec (29,000-, 50,000-, and 92,000-cfs)
flow conditions. For the controlled transits, the tow was driven downstream into
the riverward lock until making contact with the guard wall or lock chamber. This
was repeated 25 times for each flow condition. For the loss of power transits, the
tow operator aligned the tow with the riverward lock and at a point approximately
305 m (1,000 ft) upstream of the upper end of the guard wall, all power for engine
and rudder was shut off, and the tow was allowed to drift until making contact
with the guard wall or lock chamber. This was repeated 25 times for each flow
condition. Using the video tracking system, data collected included the distance
from the upstream riverward lock pintle to the first point of contact, the relative
angle of the tow in relation to the center line of the riverward lock, and the speed
of the tow at contact. This information was tabulated for each flow condition for
the power and unpowered approaches and is presented in Tables 3-8.

Results

For the 2,605-cu m/sec (92,000-cfs) riverflow (Tables 3 and 4), the
unpowered tow tended to make contact with the guard wall somewhat further
upstream than the powered transits. The angle and speed at contact for the
unpowered tows were significantly greater than with the powered tows with the
number of events with an angle at contact of 10 deg or greater occurring 12 times
with the unpowered transits compared with three during the powered transits. The
speed at contact for the powered transits was 0.67 to 1.28 m/sec (2.2 to 4.2 fps)
and for the unpowered transits was 1.25 to 2.13 m/sec (4.1 to 7.0 fps).

For the 1,416-cu m/sec (50,000-cfs) riverflow (Tables 5 and 6), contact with
the guard wall was slightly further upstream with the unpowered transits. The
number of events in which the angle at contact was greater than 5 deg was 7 for
the unpowered transits versus none for the powered transits. The powered transits�
speed at contact varied from 0.31 to 0.98 m/sec (1.0 to 3.2 fps) and the unpowered
speeds varied from 0.95 to 1.52 m/sec (3.1 to 5.0 fps).
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.
Table 3
One-Barge Tow Approaching Riverward Lock 2,605 cu m/sec
(92,000 cfs) Riverflow, Powered Approach

Speed of tow
Impact area
or station

Angle of
tow in
Degrees m/sec (fps) Remarks

346 -5.3 0.9 3.0 Head landed on guard wall

399 -6.8 0.8 2.5 Head landed on guard wall

294 -7.2 1.0 3.4 Head landed on guard wall

346 -5.1 0.9 2.9 Head landed on guard wall

381 -6.5 0.8 2.5 Head landed on guard wall

322 -8.3 0.7 2.2 Head landed on guard wall

369 -15.1 0.8 2.6 Head landed on guard wall

348 -8.8 0.7 2.4 Head landed on guard wall

339 -10.4 0.8 2.6 Head landed on guard wall

355 -10.5 0.8 2.7 Head landed on guard wall

346 -6.1 0.9 2.8 Head landed on guard wall

337 -2.5 0.7 2.3 Entered lock chamber

347 -4.9 0.8 2.7 Head landed on guard wall

351 -9.4 0.8 2.6 Head landed on guard wall

532 -4.2 1.3 4.2 Entered lock chamber

553 -3.0 1.1 3.5 Entered lock chamber

542 1.8 1.2 3.9 Entered lock chamber

347 -4.5 1.0 3.4 Head landed on guard wall

376 -3.1 0.9 3.1 Head landed on guard wall

540 0.7 1.0 3.4 Entered lock chamber

556 1.6 1.1 3.7 Entered lock chamber

548 -3.4 0.9 2.9 Entered lock chamber

549 -5.7 0.8 2.5 Entered lock chamber

547 -1.7 0.9 2.9 Entered lock chamber

353 -4.8 0.9 3.0 Head landed on guard wall

Note:  Angles referenced to center line of locks - positive angle indicates head of tow rotated
landward. Stations measured from center line of upper gate pintles of riverward lock.

For the 821-cu m/sec (29,000-cfs) riverflow (Tables 7 and 8), contact with the
guard wall tended to be much further upstream with the unpowered transits versus
the powered transits. The angle of the tow at contact was less than 5 deg for all
but three runs with the powered transits and was greater than 5 deg for 14 of the
25 unpowered transits. The speed at contact for the powered transits was from
0.09 to 1.13 m/sec (0.3 to 3.7 fps) and for the unpowered transits was from 0.79 to
1.25 m/sec (2.6 to 4.1 fps).
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Table 4
One-Barge Tow Approaching Riverward Lock 2,605 cu m/sec
(92,000 cfs) Riverflow, Loss of Power Approach

Speed of tow
Impact area
or station

Angle of
tow in
degrees m/sec fps Remarks

349   -6.9 1.8 5.9 Entered river lock chamber

504   -8.6 1.8 5.8 Entered river lock chamber

489 -12.4 1.9 6.3 Head landed on guard wall

480   -9.1 2.1 6.9 Head landed on guard wall

234    5.6 2.0 6.4 Entered river lock chamber

480 -13.6 1.9 6.3 Head landed on guard wall

491 -11.5 2.0 6.5 Head landed on guard wall

286    6.3 1.6 5.3 Entered river lock chamber

498 -14.3 2.0 6.5 Head landed on guard wall

500 -16.2 2.1 6.8 Head landed on guard wall

307   -4.0 1.7 5.5 Head landed on guard wall

497 -15.0 2.0 6.6 Head landed on guard wall

486   -9.3 2.1 7.0 Head landed on guard wall

479 -10.6 1.9 6.2 Head landed on guard wall

423 -16.4 1.7 5.5 Head landed on guard wall

297   -4.8 1.6 5.2 Head landed on guard wall

593 -14.9 2.2 7.3 Head landed on guard wall

479 -24.1 1.2 4.1 Head landed on guard wall

249    3.5 1.6 5.1 Entered river lock chamber

596   -5.7 2.1 6.9 Head landed on guard wall

480 -13.4 1.8 5.8 Head landed on guard wall

272  11.2 1.6 5.2 Entered river lock chamber

167   -2.6 1.6 5.2 Head landed on guard wall

265   -6.4 1.9 6.1 Head landed on guard wall

597 -12.9 1.9 6.1 Head landed on guard wall

Note:  Angles referenced to center line of locks - positive angle indicates head of tow rotated
landward. Stations measured from center line of upper gate pintles of riverward lock.
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Table 5
Three-Barge Tow Approaching Riverward Lock 1,416 cu m/sec
(50,000 cfs) Riverflow, Powered Approach

Speed of tow
Impact area
or station

Angle of
tow in
degrees m/sec fps Remarks

399 0.4 0.5 1.6 Head landed on guard wall

274 0.8 0.5 1.7 Head landed on guard wall

264 -0.4 0.5 1.8 Head landed on guard wall

348 0.4 0.6 1.9 Head landed on guard wall

280 -2.2 0.5 1.7 Head landed on guard wall

272 -0.5 0.6 1.9 Head landed on guard wall

268 -0.2 0.4 1.4 Head landed on guard wall

446 -1.1 0.5 1.8 Head landed on guard wall

282 -0.8 0.4 1.3 Head landed on guard wall

265 -0.1 0.5 1.7 Head landed on guard wall

593 -1.6 0.9 3.1 Head landed on guard wall

273 0.7 0.8 2.7 Head landed on guard wall

281 -0.6 0.4 1.3 Head landed on guard wall

283 -3.8 0.3 1.0 Head landed on guard wall

283 -2.2 0.6 2.1 Head landed on guard wall

259 -3.1 0.6 2.0 Head landed on guard wall

268 -4.6 0.5 1.7 Head landed on guard wall

479 -0.9 0.8 2.5 Head landed on guard wall

280 -0.1 0.7 2.4 Head landed on guard wall

473 -0.5 0.9 2.9 Head landed on guard wall

264 -0.3 0.7 2.3 Head landed on guard wall

452 1.2 1.0 3.2 Head landed on guard wall

400 -1.0 0.9 2.9 Head landed on guard wall

268 -3.3 0.9 2.8 Head landed on guard wall

279 -3.4 0.7 2.4 Head landed on guard wall

Note:  Angles referenced to center line of locks - positive angle indicates head of tow rotated
landward. Stations measured from center line of upper gate pintles of riverward lock.
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Table 6
Three-Barge Tow Approaching Riverward Lock 1,416 cu m/sec
(50,000 cfs) Riverflow, Loss of Power Approach

Speed of towImpact area
or station

Angle of tow
in degrees m/sec fps Remarks

742 -8.2 1.4 4.7 Did not reach guard walI1

549 -5.9 1.4 4.5 Head landed on guard wall

549 -5.0 1.2 4.1 Head landed on guard wall

346 -7.4 1.1 3.7 Head landed on guard wall

503 -3.4 1.5 5.0 Head landed on guard wall

551 -1.5 1.4 4.7 Head landed on guard wall

343 -2.3 1.2 4.0 Entered river lock chamber

347 -3.5 1.2 4.1 Head landed on guard wall

549 -8.1 1.5 5.0 Head landed on guard wall

352 -3.6 1.5 4.8 Head landed on guard wall

343 0.4 1.3 4.4 Entered river lock chamber

549 -3.3 1.3 4.3 Head landed on guard wall

152 -4.5 0.9 3.1 Head landed on guard wall

274 -3.2 1.1 3.6 Head landed on guard wall

350 -4.8 1.5 4.9 Head landed on guard wall

258 -4.0 1.1 3.6 Head landed on guard wall

350 -6.2 1.2 3.8 Head landed on guard wall

564 0.3 1.3 4.3 Head landed on guard wall

552 -4.0 1.3 4.3 Head landed on guard wall

346 -0.3 1.3 4.3 Entered river lock chamber

406 -2.6 1.2 4.1 Head landed on guard wall

378 -6.0 1.2 3.9 Head landed on guard wall

549 -3.5 1.4 4.6 Head landed on guard wall

402 -4.9 1.2 4.0 Head landed on guard wall

266 -7.7 1.1 3.7 Head landed on guard wall

Note:  Angles referenced to center line of locks - positive angle indicates head of tow rotated
landward. Stations measured from center line of upper gate pintles of riverward lock.
1   Incomplete run or bad data.
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Table 7
Four-Barge Tow Approaching Riverward Lock 821 cu m/sec
(29,000 cfs) Riverflow, Powered Approach

Speed of towImpact area
or station

Angle of tow
in degrees m/sec fps Remarks

144 -6.8 0.8 2.6 Entered river lock chamber

350 -6.3 1.1 3.6 Head landed on guard wall

145 -3.6 0.5 1.7 Entered river lock chamber

145  1.0 0.5 1.5 Entered river lock chamber

339 -1.4 0.4 1.3 Head landed on guard wall

156 -2.1 0.1 0.3 Entered river lock chamber

153 -3.0 0.1 0.3 Entered river lock chamber

146 -5.4 0.1 0.3 Entered river lock chamber

148  0.6 0.8 2.7 Entered river lock chamber

150 -1.6 1.1 3.7 Entered river lock chamber

349 -2.5 0.6 2.0 Head landed on guard wall

145 -1.0 0.5 1.7 Entered river lock chamber

149  0.1 0.9 2.9 Entered river lock chamber

148 -1.0 0.8 2.6 Entered river lock chamber

352 -2.3 0.8 2.7 Head landed on guard wall

151  0.3 0.2 0.6 Entered river lock chamber

155  0.5 0.3 1.1 Entered river lock chamber

149  0.2 0.4 1.4 Entered river lock chamber

145  3.3 0.9 3.1 Entered river lock chamber

147  0.0 0.6 2.1 Entered river lock chamber

151  3.0 0.8 2.6 Entered river lock chamber

143 -1.5 0.7 2.4 Entered river lock chamber

149  0.0 0.6 2.1 Entered river lock chamber

340 -2.9 1.1 3.7 Head landed on guardwall

144  1.1 0.3 1.1 Entered river lock chamber

Note:  Angles referenced to center line of locks - positive angle indicates head of tow rotated
landward.  Stations measured from center line of upper gate pintles of riverward lock.
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Table 8
Four-Barge Tow Approaching Riverward Lock 821 cu m/sec
(29,000 cfs) Riverflow, Loss of Power Approach

Speed of towImpact area
or station

Angle of tow
in degrees m/sec fps Remarks

515 -6.0 1.1 3.5 Head landed on guard wall

750 -9.9 1.0 3.3 Head landed on guard wall

366  0.0 1.1 3.5 Head landed on guard wall

185 -4.3 1.0 3.3 Head landed on guard wall

582 -4.4 1.2 4.0 Head landed on guard wall

757 -3.8 1.2 4.1 Did not reach guard wall1

136 -2.0 0.8 2.6 Entered river lock chamber

251 -6.2 1.1 3.6 Head landed on guard wall

307 -4.4 0.9 2.9 Head landed on guard wall

123 -3.7 1.0 3.2 Entered river lock chamber

475 -7.4 1.1 3.7 Head landed on guard wall

469 -7.4 1.1 3.7 Head landed on guard wall

138 -4.9 0.8 2.7 Entered river lock chamber

468 -6.1 1.0 3.3 Head landed on guard wall

594 -7.2 1.0 3.4 Head landed on guard wall

143 -3.0 0.9 3.0 Entered river lock chamber

547 -7.6 1.2 4.0 Head landed on guard wall

458 -7.8 0.9 3.1 Head landed on guard wall

462 -8.5 1.0 3.4 Head landed on guard wall

561 -7.2 1.0 3.4 Head landed on guard wall

565 -6.1 1.2 3.9 Head landed on guard wall

401 -5.0 0.9 3.1 Head landed on guard wall

375 -4.2 1.0 3.2 Head landed on guard wall

550 -6.7 1.1 3.5 Head landed on guard wall

157 -2.7 0.9 3.1 Entered river lock chamber

Note:  Angles referenced to center line of locks - positive angle indicates head of tow rotated
landward.  Stations measured from center line of upper gate pintles of riverward lock.
1   Incomplete run or bad data.
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4 Discussion of Results and
Conclusions

Limitations of Model Results
Analysis of the results of this investigation is based on a study of the effects of

various plans and modifications on water-surface elevations and current directions
and velocities and the effects of the resulting currents on the behavior of the
model towboat and tow. In evaluating experimental results, it should be con-
sidered that small changes in current directions and velocities are not necessarily
changes produced by a modification in the plan since several floats introduced at
the same point may follow a different path and move at somewhat different
velocities due to pulsating currents and eddies. Current directions and velocities
shown in the plates were obtained with floats submerged to a depth of a loaded
barge (2.7-m (9-ft) prototype) and are indicative of the currents that would affect
the behavior of tows.

The small scale of the model made it difficult to reproduce accurately the
hydraulic characteristics of the prototype structures or to measure water-surface
elevation with an accuracy greater than about ±0.03-m (0.1-ft) prototype. Also,
current directions and velocities were based on steady flows and would be dif-
ferent with varying flows. The model was of the fixed-bed type and was not
designed to reproduce overall sediment movement that might occur in the proto-
type with the plans examined; therefore, changes in channel configuration result-
ing from scouring and deposition and any resulting changes in current directions
and velocities were not evaluated.

Summary of Results and Conclusions
The results and conclusions developed during the investigation are as follows:

a. The proposed upstream guard wall using 3.4-m (11-ft) skirts will improve
the navigation conditions over that of the existing guard wall, especially
for flows of 1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs) and less. Navigation conditions
for flows of 2,124 cu m/sec (75,000 cfs) and greater are improved over
that of the existing conditions; although, a tendency (greatly reduced in
comparison with the existing conditions) for outdraft immediately
upstream of the upper pool guard wall remains.
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b. The proposed dike in the lower pool riverward of the lower guard wall
will improve navigation conditions into both the landward and riverward
locks for flow conditions of 821 cu m/sec (29,000 cfs) and less. There
appeared to be some slight improvement for the 1,416-cu m/sec
(50,000-cfs) flow condition, but no appreciable change of navigation
conditions for flows greater than 1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs).

c. The addition of bed material along the upstream guide wall to el 588.0 for
Plan A-1 as compared with the bed elevations along the wall of el 580.0
for Plan A had no discernable effect on navigation in the upper pool for
the 2,214- and 2,605-cu m/sec (75,000- and 92,000-cfs) riverflow
conditions.

The objectives of this model study were met as described in the Need for and
Purpose of the Model Study. Appendices A and B (attached within this report)
describe testing required and the evaluations that were requested by the
Huntington District after completion of the original model study.
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Appendix A
Navigation Conditions With
Partial or Complete Removal of
Upstream Guard Wall

The existing upstream solid guard wall of the London Locks and Dam has
seriously deteriorated and is to be replaced with a ported wall design. The new
wall is anticipated to require approximately 1 year to complete. Construction of
the new wall will require the old wall be removed completely or in sections.
Navigation conditions with the existing wall are difficult during moderate to high
discharges. The U.S. Army Engineer District, Huntington requested that the
navigation model of the London Locks and Dam be used to evaluate navigation
conditions that would be associated with partial or total removal of the existing
upstream guard wall.

Flow conditions that are to be used to examine navigation conditions are as
follows:

Discharge, cu m/sec (cfs) Upper pool el Tailwater el

   821 ( 29,000) 614.0 593.6

1,416 (50,000) 614.0 597.3

2,214 (75,000) 614.0 600.9

The model was first evaluated with the upstream guard wall completely removed.
The model bed, where the wall was removed, was molded to el 584 to replicate
the removal of the rock cribbing underneath the guard wall to the elevation as
determined during evaluation of the proposed ported guard wall and skirting. The
second condition evaluated was removal of the upstream half of the guard wall,
including the cells, leaving a 61-m (200-ft) section of the wall, attached to the
riverside lock, remaining. The third condition examined was removal of a 61-m
(200-ft) section of the existing wall immediately upstream of the lock, leaving the
remaining 49-m (160-ft) upstream section of the wall and the two 12.2-m (40-ft)
diameter cells intact.
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Complete Removal of Upstream Guard Wall
Current directions and velocities

Velocities for the 821-cu m/sec (29,000-cfs) flow condition (Plate A1) show
approximately 0.76 m/sec (2.5 fps) through the crossing, about 0.61 m/sec
(2.0 fps) along the right bank approximately 305 m (1,000 ft) upstream of the end
of the upper guide wall, and about 0.43 m (1.4 fps) near the end of the guide wall.
The currents immediately upstream of the upper guide wall are angled slightly left
of the center line of the locks, indicating some outdraft. The direction of the
currents breaks more sharply to the left after passing the upper end of the guide
wall. For the 1,416-cu m/sec (50,000-cfs) flow condition (Plate A2), the current
through the crossing is approximately 1.4 m/sec (4.5 fps), from 1.28 to 1.95 m/sec
(4.2 to 6.4 fps) approximately 305 m (1000 ft) upstream of the guide wall, and
about 1.16 m/sec (3.8 fps) near the upper end of the guide wall. Currents along
the right bank upstream of the guide wall are angled slightly toward the left bank,
but start turning more sharply toward the left from 61-91 m (200-300 ft) upstream
of the end of the guide wall. The 2,124-cu m/sec (75,000-cfs) flow condition
(Plate A3) shows velocities of from 2.0 to 2.3 m/sec (6.5 to 7.5 fps) through the
crossing, from 1.6 to 2.2 m/sec (5.2 to 7.2 fps) approximately 305 m (1,000 ft)
upstream of the end of the guide wall and about 1.7 m/sec (5.6 fps) near the end
of the guide wall. Flow along the right bank immediately upstream of the guide
wall is angled slightly toward the left and remains so until turning more toward
the left approximately midlength of the guide wall.

Navigation conditions

821 cu m/sec (29,000 cfs), upbound. The tow is able to come out of the lock
along the guide wall and push straight upstream (Plate A4). As the stern of the
tow clears the upstream end of the guide wall, the tow can then be turned slightly
away from the right bank. Once the tow comes off the right descending bank,
navigation through the crossing is not difficult.

821 cu m/sec (29,000 cfs), downbound. The tow is driven to come through
the crossing and is near to the right bank line (Plate A5). As soon as the tow is in
alignment with the lock and near the right bank, approximately 305 m (1,000 ft)
upstream of the upper end of the guide wall, the tow can be flanked to slow down.
The stern of the tow must be flanked moderately to the left to keep the head of the
tow from being pulled off the right bank. As the head of the tow passes the
upstream end of the guide wall and comes onto the wall, the tow can be driven
forward, holding a little right rudder to keep the head of the tow on the wall. The
stern is pulled slightly out from the right bank by the current. It is not difficult to
bring the stern over to the guide wall.

1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs) upbound. The tow can be brought out along the
guide wall (Plate A6). As the stern of the tow nears the upstream end of the guide
wall, the outdraft pulls the head of the tow out into the channel. Once this
happens, the remainder of the upstream transit is not difficult.
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1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs), downbound. The tow is brought through the
crossing and moved to the right descending bank line as far upstream of the lock
as possible (Plate A7). Once the tow is aligned with the lock, the engines are
brought into reverse to slow the tow down. As the head of the tow got to about
one tow length from the upstream end of the guide wall, it started rotating
channelward with the outdraft. This was controlled by leaving the port side engine
backing, putting the starboard engine ahead, and setting the steering rudders to
hard right and the flanking rudders to hard left. This created the maximum clock-
wise torque on the tow to hold the head in to the right bank and not excessively
reduce speed. If speed is reduced too much, the outdraft set cannot be controlled
long enough to get the head of the tow on the guide wall. By doing this, the head
of the tow can be made to just clear the end of the guide wall and be put on the
face of the wall. To keep the tow on the wall, however, required that the tow be
either flanked hard to the left or steered hard left. This moved the stern further
away from the wall. If the stern is steered back to the wall, the head rotates off the
wall and out of alignment with the lock. In the approaches made, the head rotated
out and struck the dividing wall between the two locks when the stern was kept
near the guide wall and the tow wedged into the lock when trying to keep the head
of the tow on the wall and letting the stern rotate out into the channel. It was very
difficult to get the stern back toward the guide wall after the stern got out more
than about 15 m (50 ft) off the wall. It might be possible to get the head on the
wall and get a line from the tow to the wall, then rotate the stern up to the right
bank line, but this flow condition would be difficult to navigate.

2,124 cu m/sec (75,000 cfs), upbound. The tow can be brought out along the
guide wall (Plate A8). As the stern of the tow nears the upstream end of the guide
wall, the outdraft pulls the head of the tow out into the channel. Once this
happens, the remainder of the upstream transit is not difficult.

2,124 cu m/sec (75,000 cfs), downbound. High current speed requires the
tow be driven at relatively high speed to maintain steerage (Plate A9). Getting
through the crossing and over to the right bank was not overly difficult. Once the
tow gets into alignment with the lock and is hugging the right descending bank,
the tow must be flanked to reduce the approach speed. The outdraft starts rotating
the head about two lengths upstream of the end of the guide wall. Flanking hard
left holds the head close to the bank, but the stern moves out from the bank. If the
tow speed is reduced too much, the outdraft cannot be overcome and the tow
drifts left despite hard flanking to the left. If the tow is torqued as with the
1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs) condition, it gains too much forward speed to safely
approach the lock. The only way to get the head of the tow on the guide wall was
to approach at relatively high speed, hugging the right bank and flanking to the
left to hold the head on the right bank. As the head of the tow cleared the end of
the guide wall, the tow must be flanked hard astern to slow the tow. Unless the
stern is flanked left, the head of the tow will come off the guide wall. Once the
stern is out over 6.1 to 9.1 m (20 or 30 ft) from the guide wall, it cannot be
flanked back over to the right bank. Attempting to do so will cause the head to
come off the guide wall. This flow condition is extremely difficult to navigate
safely into the landward lock.
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Removal of Upstream Half of Upper Guard Wall
Current directions and velocities

For the 821-cu m/sec (29,000-cfs) flow condition (Plate A10), the velocities
through the channel crossing are approximately 0.76 m/sec (2.5 fps), approxi-
mately 0.64 m/sec (2.1 fps) approximately 305 m (1,000 ft) upstream of the guide
wall, and 0.61 m/sec (2.0 fps) near the end of the guide wall. The direction of the
currents along the right bank from immediately upstream of the guide wall down
to immediately opposite of the upstream end of the wall are virtually identical to
the conditions with the wall completely removed. With the 1,416-cu m/sec
(50,000-cfs) flow condition (Plate A11); the velocities through the crossing are
from 1.3 to 1.6 m/sec (4.2 to 5.1 fps), 1.2 to 1.3 m/sec (3.9 to 4.3 fps) 305 m
(1,000 ft) upstream of the end of the guide wall, and from 0.7 to 1.07 m/sec (2.3
to 3.5 fps) near the end of the guide wall. The currents along the right bank are
angled slightly toward the left until they break more sharply left at approximately
31 m (100 ft) eastward of the end of the guide wall. For the 2,124-cu m/sec
(75,000-cfs) flow condition (Plate A12) the velocities through the crossing are
from 1.9 to 2.2 m/sec (6.2 to 7.2 fps), 1.7 to 2.0 m/sec (5.7 to 6.6 fps) 305 m
(1,000 ft) upstream of the end of the guide wall, and from 1.3 to 1.6 m/sec (4.4 to
5.1 fps) near the end of the guide wall. The currents along the right bank angle
slightly toward the left until they pass the end of the guide wall then break more
sharply left.

Navigation conditions

821 cu m/sec (29,000 cfs), upbound. The tow is able to come out of the lock
along the guide wall and push straight upstream (Plate A13). As the stern of the
tow clears the upstream end of the guide wall, the tow can then be turned slightly
away from the right bank. Once the tow comes off the right descending bank,
navigation through the crossing is not difficult.

821 cu m/sec (29,000 cfs), downbound. The tow comes through the crossing
and is brought near the right bank line (Plate A14). As soon as the tow is in align-
ment with the lock and along the right bank, the tow can be flanked to slow down.
The stern of the tow must be flanked moderately to the left to keep the head of the
tow from being pulled off the right bank. As the head of the tow passes the
upstream end of the guide wall and comes onto the wall, the tow can be driven
forward, holding a little right rudder to keep the head of the tow on the wall. The
stern is pulled slightly out from the right bank by the current. It is not difficult to
bring the stern over to the guide wall. This condition is almost identical to the
821-cu m/sec (29,000-cfs) flow condition with the entire guard wall removed.

1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs) upbound. The tow can be brought out along the
guide wall (Plate A15). As the stern of the tow nears the upstream end of the
guide wall, the outdraft pulls the head of the tow out into the channel. Once this
happens, the remainder of the upstream transit is not difficult.
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1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs), downbound. The tow is brought through the
crossing and moved to the right descending bank line as far upstream of the lock
as possible (Plate A16). Once the tow is aligned with the lock, the engines are
brought into reverse to slow the tow down. As the head of the tow gets to about
one tow length from the upstream end of the guide wall, it starts rotating channel-
ward with the outdraft. This was controlled by leaving the port side engine back-
ing, putting the starboard engine ahead, and setting the steering rudders to hard
right and the flanking rudders to hard left to torque the tow to the right. If speed is
reduced too much, the outdraft set cannot be controlled long enough to get the
head of the tow on the guide wall. By torqueing the tow, the head of the tow can
be made to just clear the end of the guide wall and be put on the face of the wall.
To keep the tow on the wall, however, required that the tow be either flanked hard
to the left or steered hard left. This moved the stern further away from the wall. If
the stern is steered back to the wall, the head rotates off the wall and out of align-
ment with the lock. In the approaches made, the head rotated out and struck the
dividing wall between the two locks when the stern was kept near the guide wall
and the tow wedged into the lock when trying to keep the head of the tow on the
wall and letting the stern rotate out into the channel. It was very difficult to get the
stern back toward the guide wall after the stern got out more than about 15 m
(50 ft) off the wall. Navigation conditions are difficult and almost unchanged
versus the full guard wall being removed.

2,124 cu m/sec (75,000 cfs), upbound. The tow can be brought out along the
guide wall (Plate A17). As the stern of the tow nears the upstream end of the
guide wall, the outdraft pulls the head of the tow out into the channel. Once this
happens, the remainder of the upstream transit is not difficult.

2,124 cu m/sec (75,000 cfs), downbound. High current speed requires the
tow be driven at relatively high speed to maintain steerage (Plate A18). Getting
through the crossing and over to the right bank is not difficult. Once the tow gets
into alignment with the lock and is hugging the right descending bank, the tow
must be flanked to reduce the approach speed. The outdraft starts rotating the
head about two lengths upstream of the end of the guide wall. Flanking hard left
holds the head close to the bank, but the stern moves out from the bank. If the tow
speed is reduced too much, the outdraft cannot be overcome and the tow drifts left
despite hard flanking to the left. If the tow is torqued as with the 50K condition, it
gains too much forward speed to safely approach the lock. The only way to get the
head of the tow near the guide wall was to approach at relatively high speed,
hugging the right bank and flanking to the left to hold the head on the right bank.
As the head of the tow clears the end of the guide wall, the tow must be flanked
hard astern to slow the tow. The head of the tow cannot be put on the wall or hold
it near the wall in the strong outdraft. Unless the stern is flanked left, the head of
the tow will come further off the guide wall. Once the stern is out very far left, it
cannot be flanked back over to the right bank. This flow condition requires diffi-
cult maneuvering and it is almost impossible to get the head of the tow on the
wall. Navigation conditions are virtually the same as with no wall in place.
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Removal of Downstream Half of Upper Guard Wall
Current directions and velocities

The 821-cu m/sec (29,000-cfs) flow condition (Plate A19) has velocities in
the crossing from 0.8 to 0.95 m/sec (2.5 to 3.1 fps), 0.7 m/sec (2.4 fps) at 305 m
(1,000 ft) upstream of the end of the guide wall, and about 0.5 m/sec (1.6 fps)
near the end of the guide wall. The currents coming down the right bank immedi-
ately upstream of the guide wall are slightly better aligned with the center lines of
the locks than with the guard wall totally removed or with the most downstream
half of the wall in place and remain so until about midlength of the guide wall.
For the 1,416-cu m/sec (50,000-cfs) condition (Plate A20), the velocities in the
crossing are from 1.2 to 1.5 m/sec (4.2 to 5.0 fps), 1.1 to 1.3 m/sec (3.7 to 4.3 fps)
at 305 m (1,000 ft) upstream of the end of the guide wall, and 1.0 m/sec (3.2 fps)
near the end of the guide wall. Again, the currents along the right bank immedi-
ately upstream of the guide wall are more closely aligned with the center lines of
the locks until midlength of the guide wall. The 2,124-cu m/sec (75,000-cfs) flow
condition (Plate A21) has velocities of 2.0 to 2.1 m/sec (6.5 to 7.0 fps) in the
crossing, 1.4 to 1.9 m/sec (4.7 to 6.3 fps) at 305 m (1,000 ft) upstream of the end
of the guide wall, and from 1.3 to 1.6 m/sec (4.3 to 5.2 fps) at the end of the guide
wall. The currents along the right bank immediately upstream of the guide wall
are angled slightly left of the center lines of the locks, but do not break sharply left
until reaching the opening between the riverward lock and the remaining section
of the guard wall.

Navigation conditions

821 cu m/sec (29,000 cfs), upbound. The tows moves upstream along guide
wall without any problem (Plate A22). The stern of the tow clears the upstream
end of the guide wall with little noticeable outdraft. The tow moves upstream
along the right descending bank line and has to be steered slightly right to gain
some separation from the bank. Once the tow is off the bank line, the remainder of
the transit is not difficult.

821 cu m/sec (29,000 cfs), downbound. The tow is brought in along the right
bank upstream of the guide wall (Plate A23). About two tow lengths upstream, the
tow can be flanked and steered slightly left to keep the head of the tow near the
right bank. The tow can be slowed and the head brought in and onto the wall
without difficulty. Once the head is on the wall, it is not difficult to let the tow
slowly move down with the current and flank slightly to the left to keep the head
on the wall or drive slowly, if necessary, and steer slightly right to keep the head
on the wall. Once the head of the tow enters the lock, the stern can be easily
brought onto the wall.

1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs), upbound. The tow can be brought out along the
guide wall without difficulty (Plate A 24). As the stern of the tow nears the
upstream end of the guide wall, the outdraft pulls the head of the tow out into the
channel. Once this happens, the remainder of the upstream transit is not difficult.
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1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs), downbound. The passage downstream through
the crossing and along the right bank is not difficult (Plate A25). About three tow
lengths up from the upper end of the guide wall, the tow can be flanked and
steered slightly left to hold the head against the bank line. The head of the tow can
be brought inside the end of the guide wall and onto the guide wall without much
difficulty. The stern must be flanked to the left to keep the head of the tow on the
wall and the outdraft tends to push the stern away from the wall, but not so much
as to get the stern very far off the right bank. As the head approaches the entrance
to the lock, the stern can be flanked or driven to bring the stern over to the guide
wall. Some maneuvering is required to get the stern back onto the guide wall
without pulling the head of the tow off the guide wall. Once the stern is on the
wall, the tow can be pushed into the lock.

2,124 cu m/sec (75,000 cfs), upbound. The tow can be brought out along the
guide wall (Plate A26). As the stern of the tow nears the upstream end of the
guide wall, the outdraft pulls the head of the tow out into the channel. Once this
happens, the remainder of the upstream transit is not difficult.

2,124 cu m/sec (75,000 cfs), downbound. The transit through the crossing
and along the right bank is not overly difficult (Plate A27). When the tow is
approximately four tow lengths upstream of the end of the guide wall, the tow can
be flanked. The stern must be flanked left to keep the head from being pulled out
from the right bank by the outdraft. As the head of the tow comes up to the end of
the guide wall, the outdraft on the stern pulls the rear of the tow away from the
right bank. To keep the head near the wall, the stern must be flanked left or
steered right. The stern tends to be pushed too far from the guide wall to easily be
maneuvered back and cannot be entered into the lock, the stern could be flanked
right and onto the guide wall with some difficulty. The level of difficulty is similar
to that of the 1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs) flow condition without any guard wall
or having the downstream half of the guard wall in place.

Conclusions
Conclusions reached from the model study are as follows:

a. Removal of the entire guard wall will create difficult navigation condi-
tions for downbound traffic when flow conditions approach or exceed
1,416-cu m/sec (50,000-cfs). As flow conditions approach 2,124 cu m/sec
(75,000 cfs), navigation will become very difficult.

b. Removal of a 49-m (160-ft) section on the upstream half of the guard wall
and the two 12.1-m (40-ft) cells will offer no improvement to downbound
navigation conditions than with the wall totally removed.

c. Removal of a 61-m (200-ft) section on the downstream half of the guard
wall will provide acceptable to moderately difficult downbound naviga-
tion conditions for flow conditions up to 1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs). At
flows of up to 2,124 cu m/sec (75,000 cfs), navigation conditions will
become as comparably difficult as with the 1,416-cu m/sec (50,000-cfs)
flow condition with the entire guard wall removed.
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d. Navigation of upbound traffic will not be significantly affected by any of
the guard wall removal schemes examined at any flow condition.
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Plate A1
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Plate A2
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Plate A3
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Plate A4
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Plate A5
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Plate A6
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Plate A7
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Plate A8
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Plate A9
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Plate A10
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Plate A11
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Plate A12
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Plate A13
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Plate A14
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Plate A15
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Plate A16
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Plate A17
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Plate A18
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Plate A19
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Plate A20
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Plate A21
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Plate A22
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Plate A23
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Plate A24
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Plate A25
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Plate A26
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Plate A27
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Appendix B
Navigation Conditions During
Construction of New Upstream
Guard Wall

The existing upstream solid guard wall of the London Locks and Dam has
seriously deteriorated and is to be replaced with a ported wall design. The opti-
mization of the wall design and evaluation of the navigation conditions with the
proposed guard wall were performed on a 1:100 fixed-bed navigation model from
April-December 1997. The new wall is anticipated to require approximately
1 year to complete. Construction of the new wall will require the old wall be
removed. Navigation conditions with the existing wall are difficult during
moderate to high discharges. The U.S. Army Engineer District, Huntington
requested that the existing navigation model of the London Locks and Dam be
used to evaluate navigation conditions that would be associated with: a) use of a
helper boat to assist in entering the landward lock following removal of the
existing guard wall and during construction of the proposed guard wall, and
b) using barges tied between the lock and the upstream end cell of the proposed
guard wall as a temporary floating guard wall.

Flow conditions that are to be used to examine navigation conditions are
follows:

Discharge, cu m/sec (cfs) Upper pool el Tailwater el

   821 (29,000) 614.0 593.6

1,416 (50,000) 614.0 597.3

2,214 (75,000) 614.0 600.9

With both of these evaluations, the tow would be restricted from entering the
specified contractor work limits (CWL). These limits are 21 m (70 ft) riverward of
the guide wall and extend upstream 229 m (750 ft) from the upper pintle of the
riverward lock (Plate B1).
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A third task was added by the Huntington District during navigation testing.
The CHL Navigation Branch was requested to obtain velocities around and
through the ports of the proposed guard wall evaluated in the previous studies of
1997. After completion of the navigation studies, the proposed guard wall was
reinstalled in the model and velocities were obtained.

Use of Helper Boat with Total Removal of Existing
Guard Wall

The model was first evaluated using a helper boat to assist the tow in getting
onto the landward guide wall and avoiding the CWL. For these evaluations, the
existing guard wall was totally removed and the upstream end cell of the proposed
new guard wall was installed to mark the upstream limit of the wall. The CWL
was painted onto the channel bottom. The model tow was brought downstream
and attempted to enter the landward lock. It was assumed that the tow would put
out a line to tie off the head of the tow on the guide wall, then work along the
guide wall and into the lock since there is only 21 m (70 ft) of channel width
available along the guide wall and not enough room for the helper boat to stay
alongside the tow while it entered the lock. The helper boat would assist the tow
in getting the head to the guide wall and holding the stern of the tow until the tow
could be controlled under its own power and work down the guide wall and into
the lock with the tow and the helper boat avoiding the CWL, if possible. The tow
approaches were recorded using the overhead mounted tracking system to record
the position of the tow and also recorded on video to demonstrate how the helper
boat was used. Current directions and velocities for the conditions without the
existing guard wall in place were obtained during previous evaluations of total
and partial removal of the existing guard wall (studies of 1997) and were not
repeated.

The towboat used was radio controlled and had twin screws, steering and
flanking rudders, and independent control of each engine. The barge string pushed
by the model towboat represented a four-long by one-wide tow (238 m × 10.7 m)
(780 ft × 35 ft) for 821-cu m/sec (29,000-cfs), three-long by one-wide tow (178 m
× 10.7 m) (585 ft × 35 ft) for 1,416-cu m/sec (50,000-cfs), and two-long by one-
wide tow (119 m × 10.7 m) (390 ft × 35 ft) for 2,124 cu m/sec (75,000 cfs), each
drafting 2.7 m (9 ft). The helper boat used was a small (approximately 24 m
(80 ft), prototype), radio controlled V-hull boat with a single engine and screw
and only a steering rudder. This was the only radio-controlled vessel available at
CHL during the time of these studies that approximated the size of a helper boat.

Navigation conditions

821 cu m/sec (29,000 cfs), downbound. The tow is driven downstream
through the crossing and comes into alignment with the guide wall approximately
one and one-half tow lengths (366 m)(1,200 ft) upstream of the upper end of the
guide wall (Plate B2). The engines of the tow are put into reverse and the tow is
slowly backed to reduce speed and the flanking rudders are used to keep the stern
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near the right descending bank line. The head of the tow slowly rotates riverward.
The helper boat makes contact with the tow when the head of the tow is approxi-
mately 244 m (800 ft) (one tow length) upstream of the upper end of the guide
wall and is able to push the head of the tow back toward the right descending
bank line with little difficulty. The head of the tow easily clears the CWL and
makes contact with the guide wall along the first 30 to 61 m (100 to 200 ft) from
the upstream end of the wall. Once the tow is on the wall, it can be held there
relatively easy. The helper boat had no problem avoiding the CWL.

1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs), downbound. The tow makes the crossing and
comes into alignment with the guide wall approximately two tow lengths (366 m)
(1,200 ft) from the upper end of the guide wall (Plate B3). The engines of the tow
are backed to slow the tow and the flanking rudders are used to steer the stern
close to the right descending bank line. The head of the tow again rotates channel-
ward away from the bank line. The helper boat makes contact with the tow when
the head is approximately 244 m (800 ft) upstream from the upper end of the
guide wall and is able to push the head of the tow toward the right bank line and
onto the guide wall without the tow or the helper boat encroaching on the CWL.
The tow can be held on the guide wall with some assist from the helper boat.

2,124 cu m/sec (75,000 cfs), downbound. The tow is driven through the
crossing and comes into alignment with the guide wall at approximately three tow
lengths (366 m) (1,200 ft) from the upper end of the guide wall (Plate B4). The
tow must be backed as soon as it is aligned to slow down. The current tends to try
to push the tow away from the right descending bank. The flanking rudders of the
tow must be used to hold the stern near the bank line while the engines are back-
ing to reduce speed. The head of the tow starts rotating fairly quickly toward the
channel. The helper boat makes contact with the tow when the head is approxi-
mately 183-244 m (600-800 ft) from the upper end of the guide wall and must
push harder than with the 821-cu m/sec (29,000-cfs) or 1,416-cu m/sec
(50,000-cfs) flow conditions to get the head of the tow back near the right bank
line and onto the guide wall. The helper boat must slide along the tow to avoid the
CWL. Once the tow is on the guide wall, it can be held there with some assist
from the helper boat.

The video AVI file that is included as an attachment on a CD shows time-
compressed video of the tow approaching the lock and how the helper boat was
used to assist the tow in reaching the guide wall and avoiding the CWL for each
flow condition.

Use of Barge String as Temporary Floating Guard
Wall

The second condition evaluated was to install the upstream end cell of the
proposed guard wall, then tie a two-barge string (119 m × 10.7 m) (390 ft × 35 ft)
between the end of the lock and the end cell of the proposed guard wall
(Plate B5). The barges were weighted to draft approximately 1.8 m (6 ft). Current
directions and velocities were recorded, along with tracking of the tow as it made
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downstream approaches toward the landward lock and attempted to enter the
landward lock while avoiding the CWL.

Current directions and velocities

821 cu m/sec (29,000 cfs). Velocities (Plate B6) are approximately
0.76 m/sec (2.5 fps) near the beginning of the channel crossing, up to 0.79 m/sec
(2.6 fps) approximately 488 m (1,600 ft) upstream of the upper end of the land-
ward guide wall, and about 0.4 m/sec (1.3 fps) near the upstream end cell of the
proposed guard wall. The velocity vectors show only a slight tendency for outdraft
away from the right descending bank line near the upstream end of the landward
guide wall.

1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs). The velocities (Plate B7) near the upstream end
of the channel crossing are up to 1.3 m/sec (4.2 fps), 1.1 m/sec (3.7 fps) at
approximately 488 m (1,600 ft) upstream of the upper end of the landward guide
wall, and are 1.1 m/sec (3.6 fps) at approximately 91 m (300 ft) upstream of the
upper end of the guide wall. The velocity vectors along the right descending bank
line immediately upstream of the guide wall show a slight angle away from the
alignment with the guide wall and indicate some outdraft, especially near the
upstream end of the guide wall.

2,124 cu m/sec (75,000 cfs). Velocities (Plate B8) near the upstream end of
the channel crossing are up to 2.1 m/sec (6.8 fps), 1.5 m/sec (4.8 fps) at approx-
imately 488 m (1,600 ft) upstream of the upper end of the guide wall, and
1.4 m/sec (4.5 fps) near the upstream end cell of the proposed guard wall. The
angle of the velocity vectors immediately upstream of the guide wall is approxi-
mately the same as that with the 1,416-cu m/sec (50,000-cfs) flow condition,
but the magnitude of these velocities is approximately twice that of the
1,416-cu m/sec (50,000-cfs) condition. The strength of the velocities and the
angle at which they are turned in relation to the alignment of the guide wall would
indicate significant outdraft.

Navigation conditions

821 cu m/sec (29,000 cfs), downbound. The tow is driven downstream
through the channel crossing and aligns with the guide wall when the head of the
tow is approximately one and one-half tow lengths (366 m)(1,200 ft) from the
upper end of the guide wall (Plate B9). The engines of the tow are then brought
into reverse and the tow slowed. The flanking rudders are used to keep the head of
the tow near the right descending bank line. The stern of the tow has only a slight
tendency to rotate toward the channel. As the head of the tow nears the upper end
of the guide wall, the stern of the tow is flanked toward the right to force the head
slightly away from the right bank and just clear the upper end of the guide wall.
Once the head is clear of the end of the guide wall, the stern can be flanked
slightly to the left and rotate the tow so that the head makes contact with the guide
wall. Once the head of the tow is on the guide wall, it is not difficult to slowly
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drive the tow along the guide wall and into the landward lock. There was no
difficulty in avoiding the CWL.

1,416 cu m/sec (50,000 cfs), downbound. The tow is maneuvered through
the channel crossing and is driven as near to the right descending bank as possible
(Plate B10). When the tow becomes aligned approximately 366 m (1,200 ft)
upstream of the upper end of the guide wall, the tow can then be flanked to reduce
speed and hold the stern near the right bank. As the head of the tow reaches the
upstream end of the guide wall, the stern can be flanked to the right, causing the
head to move slightly away from the right bank and just clear the end of the guide
wall. Once on the guide wall, the tow can drift down along the wall and into the
lock chamber, but the stern must be constantly flanked to the right bank to keep
the stern from being pulled toward the dam. A successful approach depends on
getting to the right bank immediately upstream of the guide wall and keeping both
the head and stern of the tow near the bank line. If either the head or the stern gets
very far off the bank line, the outdraft toward the dam prevents the tow from
being either flanked or steered back to the bank and successfully approaching and
contacting the guide wall without encroaching on the CWL.

2,124 cu m/sec (75,000 cfs), downbound. The tow is steered through the
channel crossing and toward the right descending bank line as quickly as possible
(Plate B11). The tow reaches the right bank and alignment with the guide wall
approximately 366 m (1,200 ft) upstream of the upper end of the guide wall. The
tow is then flanked to reduce speed. The strong current and outdraft quickly cause
the head of the tow to pull away from the right bank. If the stern is flanked left to
control the drift of the head of the tow, the entire tow is then caught in the outdraft
and the tow cannot be either flanked or driven to bring it back to the right bank.
The most successful approach is made by getting the tow near the right bank and
holding the stern of the tow near the bank while flanking. This lets the head of the
tow drift channelward with the outdraft, encroach on the CWL, and ultimately not
be able to put the head of the tow on the guide wall. With the barge string being
used as a temporary floating guard wall, there were no successful approaches
made to the guide wall with this flow condition.

Velocities Around the Ports of the Proposed
Guard Wall

Velocities were obtained by using a two-dimensional side-looking Acoustic
Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) probe. This probe uses acoustic sensing techniques
to measure flow in a remote sampling volume which is undisturbed by the
presence of the probe. The Froude velocity relationship for the model to prototype
is: VProto / VModel = ( Scale Model)1/2. The London Locks and Dam model is an
undistorted scale of 1:100 so therefore, the velocity relationship of the prototype
to the model is a factor of 10. The ADV probe records actual model water velocity
in feet per second and a postprocessing routine then converts the model velocities
sampled over a period of time into an averaged equivalent prototype velocity.
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Velocities were obtained at approximately 6.1 m (20 ft) channelward (toward
the right descending bank line) of the port skirt (Point 1), directly underneath the
skirt (Point 2), and approximately 6.1 m (20 ft) riverward of the skirt (Point 3).
The ports are numbered 1 through 5 with Port 1 being between the upstream end
cell and the first set of caissons and Port 5 being between the last set of caissons
and the lock. The velocities, in prototype units, are presented in Table B1.

Conclusions
Conclusions reached from the model study are as follows:

a. Although the helper boat used in this study was very maneuverable with
the engine running forward, it had no maneuverability with the engine
running astern. This boat is not as maneuverable as a boat would be if it
had both steering and flanking rudders. After considerable practice with
the scale model helper boat it was determined that the maneuvers pro-
vided a reasonable replication of how the helper boat could assist a tow.
A helper boat, as would be found in the prototype, would probably be
have more capability in assisting the downbound tows.

b. The use of a helper boat to assist tows in getting to the landside guide
wall and avoiding the CWL during construction of the proposed guard
wall was successful for the flow conditions examined. The amount of
maneuvering and assist required of the helper boat increased with dis-
charge, but even at the highest flow conditions was not excessive and did
not indicate any extreme safety problems.

c. The use of a barge string as a temporary floating guard wall provided
marginal benefits to downbound tows for the 821- and 1,416-cu m/sec
(29,000- and 50,000-cfs) flow conditions and appeared to provide no
benefit for the 2,214-cu m/sec (75,000-cfs) flow condition as compared to
having the wall entirely removed and nothing in its place.

d. The highest velocity measured through the ports of the proposed guard
wall was obtained with a 2,605-cu m/sec (92,000-cfs) flow at Port 5 and
was 1.86 m/sec (6.1 fps).
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Plate B1
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Plate B2
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Plate B3
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Plate B4
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Plate B5
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Plate B6
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Plate B7
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Plate B8
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Plate B9
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Plate B10
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Plate B11
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